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We investigate the noncollinear exchange coupling across a trilayer magnetic junction composed of an
intermediate layer with Rashba interaction and two sandwiching ferromagnetic layers. To compute the medi-
ated exchange coupling, one needs to go beyond the single-particle argument and integrate over the contribu-
tions from the whole Fermi surface. Surprisingly, we find that the topology of the Fermi surface plays a crucial
role in determining whether the oscillatory Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida or the spiral interactions will
dominate. At the end, we discuss the connection of our numerical results to experiments and potential
applications.
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The central theme of spintronics is to manipulate the extra
spin degrees of freedom in condensed matter systems,1–5 as
compared with the traditional electronic devices where only
the charge part was utilized. One of the classic examples,
which merges charge and spin sectors together in a single
device, is the spin field-effect transistor SFET proposed by
Datta and Das6 more than a decade ago. It was suggested that
the Rashba interaction, whose strength is controlled by the
gate voltage, causes the spins of the itinerant carriers to spi-
ral and can be used to modulate the transport currents. An-
other more recent proposal, now under the name of the spin
Hall effect,7,8 explores the possibility to generate spin cur-
rents or spin accumulations by electric gates via spin-
orbital interactions and has received some primitive verifica-
tions in experiments.
On the other hand, it is less explored how the spin-orbital
interaction will reshape our understanding in the more con-
ventional magnetic junctions.9 In this Rapid Communication,
we study the noncollinear exchange coupling across the
ferromagnetic/normal/ferromagnetic F/N/F trilayer magnetic
junction TMJ as shown in Fig. 1, where the intermediate
layer consists of a semiconductor such as GaAs with sig-
nificant Rashba interaction. Since the TMJ resembles the
Datta-Das SFET, one may naively guess that the carrier-
mediated exchange coupling can be explained following
similar arguments. Within the single-particle picture, Datta
and Das had demonstrated that the spins of the itinerant car-
riers undergo precessions due to the Rashba interaction and,
therefore, lead to noncollinear coupling between the ferro-
magnetic layers.
However, there is a sharp difference between the SFET
and a TMJ. In the SFET, the time reversal symmetry is bro-
ken by the source-drain bias which drives the current while,
in the TMJ, the symmetry is preserved and gives rise to
Kramers degeneracy. In fact, this nontrivial degeneracy has a
profound influence upon the effective exchange coupling
across the junction. It turns out that the single-particle pic-
ture with specific momentum employed in Datta and Das’s
original work6 fails to explain the magnetic behavior because
the inclusion of the whole Fermi surface is crucially impor-
tant. For instance, the quantum interferences between the
Kramers-degenerate patches of the Fermi surfaces give rise
to the oscillatory Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida RKKY
interaction. To explore the subtle competition between the
spiral and the RKKY interactions, one needs to integrate
over the whole Fermi surface by a numerical approach.
The outcome is rather surprising—the dominance of ei-
ther spiral or RKKY interactions depends on the topology of
the Fermi surface. When the Rashba interaction is weak
compared with the Fermi energy, the Fermi surface con-
sists of two cocentered circles with opposite chiralities. In
this regime, the RKKY interaction dominates over the spiral.
However, as one gradually increases the strength of the
Rashba interaction, the inner Fermi circle shrinks to zero
first, and then reappears again but with the same chirality as
the outer circle as shown in Fig. 2. The topological change
of the Fermi surface some how alters the dominant coupling
from RKKY to spiral coupling. Therefore, in the strong
Rashba limit, the noncollinear exchange coupling mainly
comes from the spiral interaction with minor quantum cor-
rections. It is rather amazing surprising that the transition
between different magnetic behaviors coincides with the
change of the Fermi surface topology.
In the following, we present analytic arguments and nu-
merical results which support the claims we made above.
First of all, we model the intermediate layer by a two-
dimensional 2D electron gas with Rashba interaction,
FIG. 1. Color online Schematic plot for the trilayer magnetic
junction where xr is the noncollinear angle between the
ferromagnets.
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H = d2r † k22m*1 + Rkyx − kxy , 1
where R is the strength of the Rashba interaction and † ,
are the two-component spinors of the creation and annhila-
tion operators for itinerant carriers. The Rashba Hamiltonian
can be brought into its eigenbasis in momentum space,
kr = eik

·ru =
eik

·r
2 − ie
−ik
1  2
with k=tan−1ky /kx. Due to the spin-orbital interaction,
spin is no longer a good quantum number but is replaced by
the chirality instead,
 = kˆ  sˆ · zˆ = ± 1, 3
where the caret denotes the unit vector. It is important to
remind the readers that, under the time-reversal transforma-
tion, both momentum and spin reverse their directions and
make the chirality invariant.
After integrating out the itinerant carriers,9 the exchange
coupling between the ferromagnetic layers is described by an
effective Heisenberg Hamiltonian Heff=ijJijSL
i SR
j
. Within
the linear response theory, the mediated exchange coupling is
proportional to the spin susceptibility tensor,
	ijr = 
0


dti	ir,t, j0,0
e−t. 4
Here ir , t=
†r , t
i r , t is the spin density
operator for the itinerant carriers. In addition, . . .
 tr	e−H¯ 
 represents the thermal average at finite tem-
perature and  is the spin relaxation rate. Transforming into
the eigenbasis, the susceptibility tensor can be expressed as
summations of the product of a weight function and the
particle-hole propagator over all possible quantum numbers,
	ijr = 
k11

k22
Wijr fk11 − fk22
k22 − k11 − i
 , 5
where k=k2 /2m*−kR is the dispersion for the particle
with momentum k and chirality . The weight function in-
side the summations is
Wijr = eik
2−k1·ru1
† iu2u2
†  ju1 . 6
While the derivation of the spin susceptibility tensor is
straightforward, it still requires rather involved numerics.
However, the numerical task can be greatly reduced by vari-
ous symmetry arguments. Let us take the component 	xyr
=	xyr , as a working example. Since the operators x ,y
carry the 2D angular momentum m= ±1, making use of the
SO2 rotational invariance, the corresponding susceptibility
	xyr , contains linear combinations of m=0, ±2 by ten-
sor analysis. That is to say, 	xyr ,= f0r+ f2rcos 2
+g2rsin 2, where f0r , f2r ,g2r are some functions
without angular dependence. Furthermore, applying the par-
ity symmetry in the y direction, it requires 	xyr ,
=−	xyr ,− and enforces that the functions f0r , f2r van-
ish. Finally, the Onsager relation from the time-reversal sym-
metry indicates 	yxr ,=	xyr ,+=g2rsin 2. Utilizing
the rotational SO2, parity Py or equivalently Px and time
reversal symmetries, one can work out the remaining com-
ponents of the susceptibility tensor,
	ijr, = g0 + g2 cos 2 g2 sin 2 g1 cos g2 sin 2 g0 − g2 cos 2 g1 sin 
− g1 cos  − g1 sin  h0
 .
7
It is rather remarkable that the symmetry arguments make
the angular dependence explicit and reduce the numerical
task down to evaluation of four real scalar functions g0r,
g1r, g2r, and h0r. The Rashba Hamiltonian we study
here further constrains h0r=g0r+g2r, which reduces the
number down to 3.
Suppose the ferromagnet on the left of the TMJ is aligned
along the z axis, we are interested in the mediated noncol-
linear exchange coupling proportional to 	izr ,=0, where r
is the width of intermediate layer. Since 	yzr ,0=0, the in-
duced moment is captured by the spiral angle shown in Fig.
1,
xr = tan−1	zzr,0
	xzr,0
 = tan−1g0r + g2rg1r  . 8
For realistic materials,10–14 we choose the spin splitting R
2kFR=5 meV and the Fermi energy F=60 meV. Equiva-
lently, this corresponds to the Rashba coupling R=8.91
10−12 eV m and the carrier density n2D=1.251012 cm−2.
Thus, it falls into the weak Rashba regime, characterized by
the dimensionless parameter kR /kF=0.0421, where kR
=2m*R and kF is the Fermi momentum in the absence of
Rashba splitting. From Fig. 3, it is clear that the noncollinear
angle between the ferromagnets xr shows RKKY-like os-
cillations with a gradual upswing trend due to the Rashba
FIG. 2. Color online Band structure of the Rashba Hamil-
tonian and the Fermi surface topology. In the weak Rashba regime,
the Fermi surface consists of two concentric circles with opposite
chiralities while there is only one chirality present in the strong
Rashba regime.
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interaction. The numerical results, drastically different from
the spin-precession argument in the Datta-Das SFET, dem-
onstrate the importance of the quantum interferences from all
patches of the Fermi surface.
The RKKY oscillation with upward trend can be under-
stood in a simple picture. Taking the asymptotic limit kFr
1, the reduced spin susceptibility along the radial direction
	abr, where a ,b=x ,z, can be well approximated as a 1D
Rashba system. Applying a local gauge transformation
Ur=e−ikRr
y/2
,
15,16 the Rashba Hamiltonian can be mapped
into the 1D free-electron gas with the well-known RKKY
spin susceptibility. Since the local gauge transformation is
nothing but a local rotation about the y axis with the spiral
angle r=kRr, the reduced susceptibility is approximately
the usual RKKY oscillation twisted by a local spiral trans-
formation,
	abr  cos kRr − sin kRr
sin kRr cos kRr

ac
	cb
RKKYr , 9
where the summation over the repeated index c=x ,z is im-
plied. The gauge argument explains why our numerical re-
sults resemble the RKKY oscillation but with a gradual spiral
background.
Note that the Fermi surface composed of concentric
circles with opposite chiralities is topologically equivalent to
that for the 1D electron gas with opposite spins. It is exactly
because of this topological equivalence that the local gauge
transformation is possible. Therefore, we were motivated to
investigate what happens when the topology of the Fermi
surface changes in the strong the Rashba regime where only
one chirality is present. By increasing the Rashba coupling to
kR /kF=2.6, our numerical results, shown in Fig. 4, demon-
strate a robust spiral structure with minor oscillatory ripples.
It is rather surprising that the change of Fermi surface topol-
ogy swings the magnetic property from RKKY dominated to
spiral. Another route to enter the strong Rashba regime is by
reducing the carrier density. Since the transition occurs at
kR /kF=1, for the Rashba coupling R=8.9110−12 eV m,
one needs to reduce the density below n2D2.18109
cm−2, which may be achieved by applying a gate voltage see
discussions below.
It is worth emphasizing that one should not confuse the
robust spiral exchange here with the spin precession from
single-particle argument. Since the chirality is even under
time-reversal transformation, the Kramers degeneracy con-
nects opposite patches of the same circle. Therefore, the
quantum interferences leading to RKKY oscillations are still
present, as manifest in our numerical results. The puzzle is
why the spiral interaction, when only one chirality is present,
always takes the leading role, reducing the RKKY to minor
ripples on the spiral backbone. At the point of writing, we do
not have a simple physical interpretation for the interesting
transition driven by the change of Fermi surface topology.
But, as expected, the minor oscillatory ripples get further
suppressed when the ratio kR /kF increases.
In addition to its connection to Fermi surface topology,
the mediated noncollinear coupling opens up potential appli-
cations in many magnetic devices by electrical manipula-
tions. For instance, it was demonstrated in some experi-
ments12–14 that the Rashba coupling can be controlled by the
gate voltage. On phenomenological grounds, the Rashba
coupling reacts to the external electric field linearly, R
=bE, where the coefficient b is inversely proportional to
the energy band gap and the effective mass.17 Meanwhile,
one can also use the external gate to manipulate the density
of itinerant carriers. It comes to our notice that the density
concentration can be enhanced up to 70% corresponding to
30% increase in Fermi energy by electric means.12,14 Since
the carrier density responds to an external electric field more
sensitively than the Rashba coupling, we numerically com-
pute the noncollinear angle xr at different Fermi energies
but keeping the Rashba coupling R=8.9110−12 eV m
fixed. As shown in Fig. 5, by changing the gate voltage, it is
possible to induce sudden reversal of magnetic moments be-
cause of the RKKY oscillations. However, due to the pres-
ence of the Rashba interaction, the angular jump deviates
from ± /2 with upswing spiral background. Note that, be-
fore applying the idea of a carrier-mediated noncollinear ex-
change coupling to realistic materials, one must keep in mind
that the simple model we studied here does not include strain
FIG. 3. The spiral angle in the weak Rashba regime with
kR /kF=0.042 at T=30 K. The smooth  jumps originate from the
opposite tendency of angle evolution of the Rashba spiral and
RKKY effects.
FIG. 4. The spiral angle in the strong Rashba regime where
kR /kF=2.6 and T=30 K. It is clear that the spiral exchange domi-
nates with minor ripples from the RKKY interaction.
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effects, disorders, and surface roughness. In particular, the
randomness of the interface can ruin our predictions and a
more careful ensemble average must be included.
While we mainly concentrate on the magnetic aspect of
TMJ in previous paragraphs, the transport aspect is as impor-
tant. In a recent paper,18 Bauer et al. showed the interesting
universal angular magnetoresistance and also the spin torque
in ferromagnetic/normal-metal heterostructures. In addition,
Myers et al.19 demonstrated the possibility to reverse the
domain orientation by the spin torque from the injected cur-
rents. Compared with the spin torque effect in magnetic tun-
neling junction,20 the presence of the noncollinear exchange
should deliver even richer phenomena. It is interesting to
explore how the mediated noncollinear coupling and the spin
torque compete and reshape our understanding in magnetic
junctions.
In conclusion, we found that the carrier-mediated noncol-
linear exchange coupling across the trilayer magnetic junc-
tion cannot be explained by the simple spin-precession argu-
ment within single-particle picture. As the strength of the
Rashba coupling increases, the mediated exchange goes from
being oscillatory RKKY dominated to a robust spiral. Sur-
prisingly, the change of magnetic behavior coincides with the
transition of Fermi surface topology. As nanotechnology has
advanced in recent years, we believe that clean and sharp
interfaces can be realized in experiments and the effects we
studied here will become important and measurable in ex-
periments.
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